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ABSTRACT The association and dissociation rates of partially diffusion-controlled bimolecular reactions are consid-
ered. A simple expression for the equilibrium constant is derived using classical statistical mechanics. The relationship is
established between the Collins-Kimball treatment, which is based on the "radiation" boundary condition involving an
intrinsic rate constant K, and the kinetic scheme A + B A...13**B AB where A B is an encounter complex. It is
shown that with the appropriate choice of the interaction potential, Debye's expression for the association rate constant
becomes identical to that obtained using the radiation boundary condition if K is evaluated using Kramers' theory of
diffusive barrier crossing. Finally, the competitive binding of ligand to a spherical cell, whose surface is partially covered
by multiple reactive sites, is studied by treating the cell as a partially reacting sphere.
INTRODUCTION
The diffusive motion of the reactants can play an impor-
tant role in determining the rates of bimolecular reactions,
such as ligand binding to macromolecules or cell-bound
receptors and the self-assembly of multisubunit proteins.
Although the rates of such reactions are usually fast, they
are, with rare exceptions, not entirely limited by diffusion.
This paper deals with the theory of such partially diffusion-
controlled reactions (i.e., not every diffusive encounter
results in the formation of a product). We consider both
steady-state association and dissociation rate constants and
clarify the physical basis of and the interelationship among
a variety of approaches.
The classic work of Smoluchowski (I) calculates the
association rate constant for the purely diffusion-controlled
reaction of two isotropically reactive spheres, A and B, as
follows. A single molecule of A is placed at the origin and
the steady-state diffusion equation for the concentration of
B [denoted by c(r)] is solved subject to the absorbing
boundary condition that
c(R)=0(=)
result for the situation that the reactants interact via a
potential of mean force V(r).
The Smoluchowski theory can also be extended to
handle species that are not uniformly reactive over their
surface (3-7). For example, for the reaction of a point
ligand with a circular reactive site of radius a lying on an
infinite plane, the association constant is (6, 8)
kass = 4Da. (3)
Recently, we studied (7) the binding of a ligand to a
macromolecule of radius R that has a single reactive site of
radius a on its otherwise inert surface. We showed that
when a/R is small, Eq. 3 is a good approximation to the
rate, and noted that this rate is considerably larger than
that obtained simply by multiplying ks in Eq. 2 by the
reactive fraction of the macromolecular surface area. Most
of this paper deals with uniformly reactive species.
Collins and Kimball (9) generalized the Smoluchowski
theory to partially diffusion-controlled reactions by replac-
ing the perfectly absorbing boundary condition of Eq. I by
the "radiation" (or partially absorbing) boundary condi-
tion
where R is the sum of the radii ofA and B. In addition, one
requires that as r -- c c(r) -- cO where c. is the bulk
concentration of B. The diffusion-controlled rate constant
is then obtained from the flux at r = R as
ks = 47rDR C'(R)/cO = 47rDR ( d7 ) CO= 4irDR (2)
where D = DA + DB. Debye (2) has generalized the above
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47rR2Dc'(R) = KC(R), (4)
i.e., the flux at contact is assumed to be proportional to the
local reactant concentration. The constant of proportional-
ity, K, is an intrinsic rate constant whose value determines
the extent of diffusion control.(When K = 0 no reaction
occurs, but when K - cc the reaction is completely diffu-
sion limited.) The physical meaning of K will be discussed
in more detail later. It is of interest to note (see for example
reference 10) that solving the steady-state diffusion equa-
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tion subject to the above boundary condition is equivalent
to using the following steady-state reaction-diffusion equa-
tion
Dv2c- 4R26(r-R)c = 0 (5)
where 6(r) is the Dirac delta function. The resulting
association rate constant is (9)
k1 = K + ks1 (6)
where ks is given by Eq. 2.
One of the aims of this paper is to establish the
relationship of the above-mentioned theories to the follow-
ing (1 1, 12) two-step kinetic scheme
k+, k,
A + B A . . Bt=- AB. (7)
k k,
In this scheme, the first step is the formation of an
encounter complex, A- * * B. The second step is the reaction
itself. Making the steady-state approximation for the
concentration of the complex, the effective forward and
reverse rate constants (1 1, 12), kf and kr, are
kf=k k+k (8)
and
obtained from Kramers' (16) theory of diffusive barrier
crossing.
Finally, as an application, we consider the kinetics of
ligand binding to a spherical cell containing a large
number of receptors on its surface. Our approach to this
problem is based on the observation that a cell which is
partially covered with reacting sites can be regarded as a
partially reactive sphere. By making a simple choice of the
Collins-Kimball K we immediately recover the results of
Berg and Purcell (8) and those of DeLisi and Wiegel (17),
which were obtained using different approaches.
ASSOCIATION RATE CONSTANTS
We consider two spherical, isotropically reactive species
that interact via the potential of mean force, V(r). To
obtain the generalization of the Smoluchowski rate con-
stant ks (Eq. 2), we proceed as before but use the steady-
state Smoluchowski equation, i.e.,
v * e-ID * veIWc = 0 (1 1)
where ,8 = (kBT)-' instead of the free diffusion equation.
Solving this equation subject to boundary condition of Eq.
1 and calculating the flux as in Eq. 2, one has
ep(r)
k SD = (4r) ' r2D(r) dr = (47rR)' I(R) (12)
where
k= klk. (9)
The equilibrium constant is
kf k+k1Ko = k= + (10)1ck k k (0
In this paper, we will relate the rate constants in the
scheme of Eq. 7 to the diffusion-controlled association rate
constant, to the Collins-Kimball intrinsic rate constant, K,
and to the capture or escape probabilities. Expressions will
also be obtained for kr and Krq.
The outline of this paper is as follows: first, we summa-
rize the expressions for the association constants obtained
using both the Smoluchowski and radiation boundary
conditions, and discuss the relationship of these results to
first passage times (13). We then review the calculation of
escape or capture probabilities using the approach. of
Onsager (14) and Tachiya (15). Next, we consider the
relationship of these results to the kinetic scheme of Eq. 7.
We discuss the physical significance of the Collins-Kimball
intrinsic rate constant, K, and obtain expressions for the
dissociation rate constant. We then derive an exact expres-
sion for the equilibrium constant using classical statistical
mechanics. Next, we show that for an appropriate choice of
the interaction potential, the theory of Debye (2) gives a
rate that is equivalent to that of Collins and Kimball (9).
Moreover, the resulting expression for K is identical to that
. eOV(r)
I(r) = rJl r2D(r) dr. (13)
This result [for D(r) = DI was first derived by Debye (2).
To generalize the Collins-Kimball association rate in
Eq. 6, one must solve Eq. II subject to
4irR2D(R;)e-fV(R)[e(.V(R)c(R)I' - KC(R).
The result is (see, for example, references 18 and 19)
kCKD = (Ke-#V(R))-I + kSD
(14)
(15)
where kSD is given by Eq. 12. We call this association
constant, the Collins-Kimball-Debye rate constant. Eq. 15
reduces to Eq. 6 when V = 0 and D(r) = D.
FIRST PASSAGE TIMES
The theory of first passage times deals with the problem of
calculating the average time, r(r), required for a particle
starting out at r to reach a boundary for the first time. This
boundary can be perfectly or partially absorbing and the
inverse of the first passage is a pseudo-first-order rate
constant. The first passage time is the solution (13) of the
equation:
e#Vv * e-"vD. yr = -I (16)
where V is the interaction potential between the particle
and the sink. Consider a particle confined to a sphere of
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radius R<, (i.e., the surface at r = R. is reflecting). The
surface of a sphere of radius R (R < R,,,) is partially
absorbing. The first passage time for the particle starting
out at ro to be eventually absorbed by the inner sphere can
be found by solving Eq. 16 subject to the boundary
conditions that
T'(R_) = 0 (17)
and
4wD(R)R2 T'(R) = Kr(R). (18)
The result (13) is
-r(rJ)j JdrfR 2e-#v(s)ds
+ 4w(Ke OV(R)) R. 2 IV(r)dr. (19)
The mean first passage time for an initial equilibrium
distribution (13) is
(f Jr2e-o()dr R rOe -,V(r) T(ro)dro
= (I R..r2e-ov(r)dr) II; 2D) dr (fR5s2e-I(s)ds)
+ 4wj (Ke-V(R) )- f &r2e-ov(r)dr. (20)
We are now in a position to establish the connection
between the above T and the Collins-Kimball-Debye bimo-
lecul ar rate constant (Eq. 15). For a potential that goes to
zero as r ,o, T diverges as the reflecting boundary is
moved to infinity (i.e., R.,-.oo). It can be shown that T
diverges as
4vR!lim r= kCKD (21)
&- 3
where kcKD is given in Eq. 15. Recall that T describes the
behavior of a single particle. The concentration of this
particle is co = V ' = (4wrR!/3)-' and thus we have
7Co - kC-KD. (22)
This relation is a generalization of an analogous result
obtained by DeLisi (12) for V = 0 and K-o.
CAPTURE AND ESCAPE PROBABILITIES
Consider a particle that starts out at a distance r from a
perfectly or partially absorbing sink of radius R. What is
the probability that the particle escapes to infinity?
Onsager (14) and Tachiya (15) showed that the escape
probability, e(r), is the solution of the equation
and
e(R) = 0 (25)
for a perfectly absorbing spherical sink or
4lrD(R)R2E'(R) = KE(R) (26)
for a partially absorbing one. The capture probability,
which we denote by y(r), is clearly given by
1y(r) = 1 -e(r). (27)
For a perfectly absorbing sink, Eq. 23 is easily solved to
yield
'YSD(r) = RI(r)/rI(R) (28)
where I(r) is defined in Eq. 13. In analogy to the associa-
tion rate constants, we call 'YSD the Smoluchowski-Debye
capture probability. Note that when the system starts out
at contact (r=R) 'YSD = 1. The Collins-Kimball-Debye
capture probability is also readily obtained by solving Eq.
23 subject to the boundary condition of Eq. 26, with the
result that
YcKD(r) - KRr 'I(r)[KI(R) + 4IrRePV(R)J -I (29a)
= YSD(r)kCKDkSD (29b)
where we have used Eqs. 12, 15, and 28 to go from Eq. 29a
to 29b. Eq. 29a was first derived by Monchick (20) using a
different method.
From Eqs. 28 and 29 it immediately follows that
kCKD = kSDYCKD(R)- (30)
This relation, which has been noted previously by Schulten
and Schulten (19), has a simple physical interpretation.
The Collins-Kimball-Debye association rate constant for a
partially absorbing sink is just the Smoluchowski-Debye
rate constant for a perfectly absorbing sink times the
probability that reactants generated at contact actually
react.
RELATIONSHIP TO A KINETIC SCHEME
We are now in a position to consider the relationship of the
above results to the kinetic scheme of Eq. 7. The effective
forward and reverse rate constants and the equilibrium
constant corresponding to this scheme have already been
given in Eqs. 8, 9, and 10, respectively. Let us now
calculate the capture probability within the framework of
this scheme. Suppose we start with the encounter complex
A-... B. Then the probability that this complex reacts to
form AB is
v . e- VD .- 0
subject to the boundary conditions that
f(() - I
(23) (31)k+y = ki+ k_-
Now let us try to equate this y with -YCKD(R) of Eq. 29
(24) and equate kCKD of Eq. 15 with kf of Eq. 8. It is readily seen
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that this can be done in a unique way when
k+-ksD (32)
where kSD is given in Eq. 12 and when
OV-R)=KkKe-svR _ k k, = Keq,.(3
Eq. 32 shows that k+ which is the bimolecular rate
constant for forming the encounter complex A... B, can be
identified with the Smoluchowski-Debye association con-
stants for a purely diffusion-controlled reaction, as is
expected from simple physical considerations. Eq. 33 clar-
ifies the meaning of the Collins-Kimball intrinsic rate
constant, K, by showing that it is proportional to the
equilibrium constant for the formation of the encounter
complex (i.e., k+/k_) times the rate constant for the
reaction of the complex to form the product. Equivalently,
Ke-V(R) k-1, where k_ is the first-order dissociation con-
stant of the product to yield the encounter complex, is just
the equilibrium constant.
The above correspondence allows us to obtain an expres-
sion for the effective reverse (i.e., dissociation) rate con-
stant. Using Eqs. 32 and 33 in Eq. 9, for kr we have
kr-'= k + V'I Ke-V(R) ksD= k' + K, ks1. (34)
This result is basically the same as that obtained by Schurr
(21 ) using a different argument. Using Eqs. 12, 27, and 29,
we can rewrite Eq. 34 in a more physically appealing form
kr =k- IECKD(R). (35)
where ,u = mAmB/(mA +mB). Using the Hamiltonian in Eq.
37 the classical partition function of the reactants is
q1 = V(2irm,kBTlh2)31/2 I = A, B. (39)
In the usual approach to calculating qAB, one approximates
qAB as a product of translational, vibrational, and rota-
tional partition functions, and thus ignores rotation-vibra-
tion coupling. This is done primarily because one wishes to
treat vibrations quantum mechanically. However, within
the framework of classical statistical mechanics, such
decomposition is unnecessary and one can obtain a simple
exact expression for the equilibrium constant as follows.
Using the Hamiltonian in Eq. 38, we have
qAB = V[21r(MA+MB)kBT/h21 3/2
(2lrokBT/h2)3/2f -U(rAB)dr (40)
Using Eq. 36, we immediately have
Ke =-feU(rAB)dr (41)
Thus, the equilibrium constant is simply the Boltzmann
factor-weighted volume of the product. In the special case
that U is spherically symmetrical, Eq. 41 becomes
(42)K -= 4x f r2e-,OU(r) dr.
To determine Keq one must define the nature of the product
by choosing a specific form for U. For example, we can
have U(r) = U(R) + (1/2) U0(r - R)2. Alternately one
can choose
Thus, the effective reverse (dissociation) rate is just the
rate that AB dissociates to form the encounter complex
times the escape probability.
EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS
The equilibrium constant for the reaction in Eq. 7 can be
expressed in terms of the partition functions of the reac-
tants and the product (22) as
K= (qAB/V) (6(qA/V)(qB/V) (36)
where V is the volume of the system. We assume that A
and B are described by the Hamiltonian
y1f E p2/2m, I = A, B (37)
i.e., they are structureless. Let U( rA - rB I) = U(rAB) be
the potential that describes the interaction of A and B in
the product AB. The physical nature of the product AB is
thus defined by this potential. U has the property that
U(rAB) X0 as rAB oo. Using relative and center of mass
coordinates, we can describe AB by the Hamiltonian
3 3
XAB = Z (pfM)2/2(mA+mB) + (pi ) /2jj + U(rAB) (38)
i,I i-
U(r) = V(R) r c R
otherwise, (43)
which yields
47rR #-V(R)K e (44)
This is precisely the equilibrium constant that is found by
dividing the association rate constant, kSD, (Eq. 12) by a
diffusive dissociation constant, k SD, obtained by solving
the steady-state Smoluchowski equation (Eq. 1 1) subject
to the boundary condition that c(oo) = 0 and c(R) =
(47rR3/3)-' (23). This derivation is difficult to generalize
to more complicated geometries because it is unclear what
value one should use for c at contact. Eq. 41, the expression
for the equilibrium constant, can be used for more compli-
cated geometries once the potential defining the product is
specified.
UNIFICATION OF THE WORKS OF DEBYE,
KRAMERS, AND COLLINS AND KIMBALL
The Smoluchowski-Debye association rate constant in Eq.
12 was obtained by imposing a completely absorptive
boundary condition at r = R (Eq. 1). Eq. 12 is valid for a
potential of mean force or arbitrary complexity (e.g.,
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multiple barriers). In particular, consider a potential of the
form shown in Fig. 1. The reciprocal of the Smoluchowski-
Debye rate constant k -. (R) (theR in parenthesis serves as
a reminder that c(R) = 0) is (see Eq. 12)
eV(r)
kSD(R) = (4X) 'JR r2D(r) dr. (45)
Let us break up the integral from R to Xo into two parts as
follows:
kSD(R) = (4X f R' rC) dr
+ (4X) ' i,2 De8V(r) dr. (46)fr D(r)
The second term in Eq. 46 is just kS-, (R'). Now let us
consider the calculation of the association rate from
another point of view. If we assume that the well in Fig. 1
at r = R corresponds to AB while the well at r = R'
corresponds to the encounter complex A.-* B, then we can
calculate the association rate using the Collins-Kimball
approach by imposing the radiation (partially reflecting)
boundary condition at r = R'. From Eq. 15, we have
kc4D(R') = [Ke KV(R') + (4r) i 2D(r) dr. (47)CK
~~~~~~~~rD( )
By comparing Eqs. 46 and 47 it can be seen that the results
are formally identical [i.e., k j (R) k-kD(R')I if
-OV(R')
=
4w dr (48)= \r r2D(r) ~r.
Thus, for an appropriate choice of the interaction potential
the Smoluchowski-Debye and Collins-Kimball-Debye
treatments can be made equivalent. Moreover, we will
show below that the resulting expression for the Collins-
Kimball intrinsic rate constant, K, (i.e., Eq. 48) is identical
to that obtained using Kramers' theory of diffusive barrier
crossing.
Before doing this, we note that an analogous correspon-
dence exists between the Smoluchowski-Debye and Col-
lins-Kimball-Debye capture probabilities. Consider a par-
ticle generated at r = R' (see Fig. 1). The Smoluchowski-
Debye capture probability (capture at r = R) is given by
Eq. 28, i.e.,
'YSD(R ) = RI(R')/R'I(R) (49)
where I(r) is defined in Eq. 13. In the Collins-Kimball
treatment, when the radiation boundary condition is
imposed at r = R', the analogous capture probability
(capture at r = R') can be obtained from Eq. 29 by
replacing R by R' and setting r = R',
'YCKD(R ) = K! (R') [KI(R') + 47rR',E ] -.
It is easy to show that
YSD(R ) = YCKD(R')
(50)
(51)
when K is given by Eq. 48.
We now show that Eq. 48 can be derived from Kramers'
theory. Our starting point is Eq. 33, which relates K to the
rate constants of the kinetic scheme in Eq. 7, i.e.,
Ke-V(R') kk+ k. (52)
We have replaced R in Eq. 33 by R' because in this section
we are imposing the radiation boundary condition at r =
R. The idea of the following demonstration is to derive an
expression for k, using Kramers' theory, and then calculate
the equilibrium constant k+/k_ using the results of the
previous section and then finally show that the K obtained
from Eq. 52 is the same as that given in Eq. 48. Consider
the potential shown in Fig. 2. If the system is initially at






FIGURE 1 The potential used in the text to show the formal equivalence




FIGURE 2 The potential for which the first-order rate constant k, is
calculated in the text using Kramers' theory of diffusive barrier crossing.
Because this potential is used to define the complex A-... B, it goes to
infinity as r-oo.
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k.,
larger than kBT then
(k1 ')K = 4 r2e- 'v(r) dr dr.
To obtain the association rate we use Eq. 6 with the
Collins-Kimball intrinsic rate constant
(53)
This equation is the generalization of Kramers' one-
dimensional result to three-dimensional spherical geome-
try (24). If in Eq. 53 one leaves out the Jacobian factors
r 2, sets D(r) = D and evaluates the first integral by
expanding V(r) about r = R' and the second integral by
expanding V(r) about r = R*, one recovers Kramers'
expression for the rate of diffusive barrier crossing. The
equilibrium constant for the formation of the encounter
complex A... B can be obtained from Eq. 42. For a high
barrier at R* we have
k+ 41r r2e -fv(r)dr. (54)k - R
where KO is the intrinsic constant for a single site. In this
way, we find that
Note that if 47rDR >> NKO, kf is proportional to the
number of receptors. This limit is realized when the
binding to a single receptor is not controlled by diffusion.
When the receptors are relatively far apart and the binding
to a single receptor is limited by diffusion, then one can
approximate KO by the diffusion controlled association
constant to a site of radius a lying on an inert surface, i.e.,
Using Eqs. 53 and 54 in Eq. 52 we recover Eq. 48. This
completes our demonstration. Thus, the Smoluchowski-
Debye treatment is equivalent to the Collins-Kimball-
Debye treatment with K calculated from Kramers' theory.
MULTIPLE BINDING SITES
Competitive Effects
As a final topic, we consider the competitive binding of
ligand to a large spherical cell that contains localized
receptors uniformly distributed on its surface (see Fig. 3).
The kinetics of such reactions have been studied previously
by Berg and Purcell (8) and by DeLisi and Wiegel (17)
using different methods. At first sight, it might appear that
this problem is unrelated to the previous topics of this
paper. In fact, it can be handled as a simple application of
the previous development.
We treat a spherical cell that is partially covered with
reacting sites as a partially reacting sphere. That is, we use
the Collins-Kimbatl theory. Let us consider a spherical cell
of radius R that contains N reactive sites on its surface and
assume for the moment that there is no long range
interaction between the ligands and the cell [i.e., V(r) = 01.
KO = 4Da (57)




i7rR + Na (58)
This agrees with the result of Berg and Purcell (8), which
was obtained in an entirely different way. Eq. 58 shows
that k, is < 4NDa. This is a reflection of the fact that the
receptors compete for ligand. When Na >> irR then kf =
4irDR. That is, the cell behaves as if its entire surface is
covered by receptors in this limit. As stressed by Berg and
Purcell (8), Na can be much greater than irR even when a
relatively small fraction of the surface area of the cell is
covered by receptors. As we pointed out previously (see the
discussion after Eq. 3, and reference 7) this interesting
property of diffusion-controlled reactions already appears
for a single reactive site on a macromolecule.
Eq. 58 is readily generalized to incorporate a long range
(e.g., Coulomb) interaction between the cell and the
ligands. Using Eqs. 12, 55, and 57 in Eq. 15, we have
k= (4NDae-(t(R)) + (47-r) JA e2"r dr (59)f r2~~~~~~D(r)
which is identical to the result of DeLisi and Wiegel (17).
Finally, let us consider the problem of calculating the
equilibrium constant. If the binding to the various recep-
tors is not cooperative, then the equilibrium constant for
the binding of a ligand to a cell withN identical receptors is
just N times the equilibrium constant for binding to a
single receptor. Using Eq. 41, we have
K-=Nje- U(r) dr
FIGURE 3 Schematic representation of a spherical cell of radius R with
reactive sites of radius a uniformly distributed on its surface.
(60)
where U(r) defines the nature of the stable ligand-receptor
complex. For the model shown in Fig. 3, a simple choice is
U(r) = V(R) r < a
otherwise (61)
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K = NKO (55)
4irDRNKO
r 47rDR + NKO (56)
= 00D
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where V(R) is the potential at the surface of the cell, with
the result that K~q = 4irNa3e-V(R)/3.
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